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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the major problems in the application of a
linear induction accelerator to Heavy Ion Fusion
has been that of finding a suitable injector which
could deliver of the order of 100 A for a few J1sec
within a normalized emittance of eN = 2 x 10- 5

radian-meters. At the 1976 HIF Summer Study,
magnetically insulated diodes and reflex triodes
appeared to offer some promise, as they have
delivered ion currents (protons) of hundreds of
kiloamperes for times of the order of 0.1 J1sec at
an energy of about 1 MeV. It soon became clear,
however, that such currents could not be trans
ported without neutralization, and that further
acceleration would be difficult with neutralization.
In the past year, the transport problem has been
greatly clarified, and it seems that the desired
100 A ofU+ 1 could be transported only at energies
above approximately 70 MeV with 4 T super
conducting magnets, and above 250 MeV with
1.1 T normal magnets. There is, of course, no sharp
boundary in pulse length below which induction
units do not work; rather, they become increasingly
inefficient as the pulse duration increases and the
beam current decreases. It therefore becomes de
sirable to look for alternative means of acceleration
at the very low energy end of the accelerator. The
pulsed drift-tube accelerating structure described
in this paper is one such alternative.

A pulsed drift-tube accelerating structure is
shown in Figure 1. Its gross characteristics are
almost the opposite of those of induction units, in
that its usefulness is almost entirely limited to low
velocity ions and relatively long pulse duration.
The accelerator is quasi-static in the sense that for
slowly varying voltages applied to the drift tubes,
all particles at a given axial position experience
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essentially the same voltage gain regardless of
radius. The voltage of the drift tube is switched
when all of the beam bunch is within it, so that the
beam moves as if going through a series of dc
accelerating gaps. In contrast to an rf linac, there is
essentially no synchrotron oscillation motion nor
instantaneous energy spread induced in the beam,
although either or both may be intentionally
generated if desired. The drift tubes are driven by
pulse-power modulator circuitry in a non-resonant
mode which allows pulse shaping as desired.

2 INJECTOR NEEDS FOR HIDE AND
BEYOND

A possible approach to designing a 100 kJ Heavy
Ion Demonstration Experiment (HIDE) as part of
the heavy-ion fusion program has recently been
suggested by Richter. 1 In this approach one would
consider first how to provide for a 1 MJ, 100 TW
facility (parameters that are close to what is needed
for a pilot-plant) and then forego the major ac
celerating device required therein; reducing the
particle kinetic energy by a factor of ten thus leads
to a 100 kJ experiment with the capability of later
expansion to the 1 MJ case. One much-discussed
scenario for HIDE involves acceleration by means
of rf linacs of about 100 particle microcoulombs
to an ion kinetic energy T ~ 1 GeV, followed by
accumulation and modest bunching in a small
storage ring to a final pulse length r ~ 2 J1sec, and
finally injection into an induction-linac section in
which the beam is accelerated and strongly
bunched. An apparent attraction-of this scenario
is that one gains experience in the use of both rf
and pulsed non-resonant systems and models the
behavior of an intense ion beam in a circular
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PULSED QUASISTATIC DRIFT TUBE INJECTOR
(SOME EXAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS)
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FIGURE 1 Some possible arrangements ofcomponents in a pulsed drift-tube structure: (a) In-line arrangement ofdrift
tubes to each of which is applied a single bipolar pulse (for explanation of pulse shaping see text); (b) In-line arrangement
where two pulses, in this example, are successively applied; the gradient (MVjm) is twice that of the former example; (c)
Recirculation through multiply pulsed drift tubes by means of pulsed bending magnets; (d) Inversely branched layout in
which pulse stacking takes place (only transverse stacking shown).
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machine. Later upgrading to the 1 MJ, 100 TW
capability would be accomplished by adding either
a linac (rf or induction) or a synchrotron to raise
the kinetic energy by an order of magnitude.

If the upgrade is visualized to take place by
building a large induction linac, then injection of
relatively few amperes at an energy as high as
ql'i ~ 1 GeV, while viable, is not well "matched
to the intrinsic properties of this type of machine
(here q is the ion charge state, and ~ the beam
"voltage"). It is the purpose of this report to
discuss an alternative type of injector system, also
based upon pulse-power technology, which is
better matched to the induction-linac properties.
If we adhere to the arbitrarily chosen value of
2 jlsec for the injected pulse-length required, 7: i ,

then a pulsed drift-tube structure with a total
voltage in the 50-100 MV range could deliver the
appropriate injection current of 50-75 A. We shall
discuss several design features and design strategies
for this system. It is not clear whether such an
injector has application to other accelerator sys
tems apart from the induction linac.

In discussing representative numerical examples
we shall use parameters appropriate to the 1 MJ,
100 TW upgraded HIDE case (see Table I).

TABLE I

Parameters for an induction linac with the HIDE-upgrade
(1 MJ, 100 TW) capabilitya

Parameter Symbol

Charge state q 4

Final voltage Vf 10GV 6.5GV
Final kinetic energy Tf 10GeV 26GeV
Number of beams 2 2
Target radius 2mm Imm
Current per beam b If 5 kA 7.7 kA
Charge (electrical) I[Ir] 100 J1C
Charge (electrical) 4[Ir] 155 J1C
Pulse length at injection r i 2 J1sec 2.1 J1sec
Current at injectionC Ii 50A 75 A
Injection voltageC V; 115 MV 80MV
Injection kinetic energyb ~ 115 MeV 320 MeV

a Assumes A = 238 and a specific energy in a gold shell of
20 MJ/gm.

b Assumes pole-tip field in final transport system can be 4 T
and the magnets occupy 50 % of the space. The normalized
emittance is taken to be nCN = 2n x 10- 5 radian meters. The
Laslett "figure-or-merit" is taken to be 0.93. 2

C Assumes pole-tip field of 1 T (and 50 %occupancy factor) at
injection point. If a pole-tip field of 3 T is assumed, then Ii can
be doubled and the injector voltage decreased to less than half.

In what follows we shall concentrate on ex
plaining the general concept and discussing real
istic physical and technical limitations imposed by
the availability of voltage sources, electrical
switches, pulse rise times,etc. and by the need to
avoid electrical resonances in the intended non
resonant structures. These limitations are stringent
in some regards; and can demand use of certain
strategies (e.g., parallel accelerators with later
stacking) to achieve the design goals; some such
strategies will be outlined.

To simplify the discussion we avoid certain
design issues that must be faced and demonstrated
to have good solutions. For example, we assume
(a) that a pulsed (10-100 jlsec) high-voltage (2 MV)
source with an anode area of 100-1000 cm2 can
deliver a current 110 in the 1 to 5 A range 'with a
suitable emittance ; (b). we do not specify' the
transport system through the first few drift tubes,
say to the 5 to 10 MV point, and assume quadrupole
transport from there on; and (c) the best strategy
for obtaining charge state q = 4, should that be
the most desirable, is not specified. Anyone of
these points requires very careful study in itself;
for instance, during the early stages of rapid ac
celeration, the transport system will be different
from the usual quadrupole lattice case and the
transport system may require some grid focusing (of
the type designed by Herrmannsfeldt),3 followed
by electrostatic quadrupoles anti/or solenoids.
This will be discussed in detail in another report.4

Careful design and experimental demonstration
are needed to show that the appropriate emittance
can be achieved and preserved.

3 CONCEPT AND STRATEGIES

3.1 General Concept

The idea of accelerating a bunch of charged par
ticles through a drift tube and changing the voltage
while they are electrically hidden inside is an old
one; the unusual features under discussion here
simply involve the physical scale and the freedom
to employ arbitrary pulse shapes. The drift tubes
needed are visualized to have a bore radius A
roo..;O.l - 0.5 m, a typical length, D roo..; 10 - 20 m,
and an applied high-voltage pulse (+ 1 MV) from a
pulse power source (to be discussed later). The
total number of drift tubes required is on the order
of fifty. A variety of systems using such elements is
shown schematically in Figure 1. A long sausage
shaped bunch of charged particles is drawn from a
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gridded multi-aperture source (pulsed to + 1 MV)
into the initial drift tube (Do meters long) which
first is pulsed to -1 MV, and later-when the
bunch is hidden within-is pulsed in reverse to
+ 1 MV, to provide another increment of q MeV
in energy -upon exit. Referring to Figure la it is
seen that the same technique can be repeated in
later drift tubes, each of which has comparable
length and similar voltages, but which can have
decreasing aperture as the p~rticle energy in
creases and the matched beam size decreases.

Depending on how one chooses the voltage
pulse shapes three possibilities can be distin
guished:

1) All drift tubes have flat-topped voltages ap
plied. In this case the front particle of the bunch
gains energy before the last particle. Thus, the
spatial length of the bunch grows in time in propor
tion to the bunch speed. Successive drift tubes
would need to be increased in length in similar
proportion and very soon the needed structures
would become unacceptably long. This case cor-
responds to D ex::JV and the current, I == con
stant.

2) As soon as convenient, e.g., between the first
and second drift tubes, a specially shaped voltage
pulse is applied across an inter-drift tube gap;
thereafter all gaps have flat-topped voltage pulses:
If the shaping-pulse rises from zero at the time of
passage of the front particle to full value as the
last particle crosses the gap, a tilt of the momentum
ellipse is created such that the spatial length of the
bunch remains constant even under acceleration
by constant voltage at every succeeding gap. Thus
the drift tubes can be kept (roughly) constant in
length with savings in the overall length of the
injector. In this case D is constant, and the current
increases along the structures as I ex:: JV.

3) Following a shaping pulse of the type de
scribed, successive gaps provide not a flat-topped
voltage pulse, but one that has a modest positive
ramp. The momentum ellipse is therefore provided
with a further small tilt at each accelerating gap,
the bunch length in space becomes progressively
shorter, and the beam current increases faster than
JV. From consideration of the transverse space
charge limit in a quadrupole systemS it can be
shown that, in principle, the bunch length Lean
be compressed as fast as L oc (V) - 1/3 and still
remain within the space-charge limit. The drift
tube lengths D can thus be made shorter as the

acceleration proceeds, but for practical reasons
(see below) cannot be shortened in proportion
to L.

The instantaneous energy spread created by the
time-changing fields in the gap,

t1.T(r) ~ _ qer
2

d
2
V

4c2 dt2
'

is negligible for the time rates of change con
templated.

In what follows we adopt a sequence of voltage
pulse shapes as described under (3) above.

3.2 Arrangement ofSuitable Components:
Strategies

A numerical example best illustrates the range of
possibilities that may have to be catered for. From
Table I and assuming a 2 MV source, we derive
that the initial bunch length needed is (for q == 1)
1Lo == (130/1Io)m, where 1lois the current at the
source. (If an adequate current, denoted by 410 , of
charge state q == 4 could be drawn from a source
which is unlikely- then the initial bunch length
would be 4Lo == 390/4 10 . Instead, the most likely
strategy for obtaining charge state +4 is to extract
some 15(} J1C of charge state + 1 from the source,
accelerate the bunch to about 10 MeV and pass it
through a helium stripper to obtain the desired
155 J1C of charge state +4 ions. The initial bunch
length in this case would be 4Lo == 200/110 meters.)
If a source current, 110 , of 5 A can be obtained then
Do(~Lo) would be 26 m and close enough to
the desirable range (10-20 m) to allow the single
pass system shown in Figure la to be used. If, on
the other hand, the current from the source were
as low as 110 == 1 A then the drift-tube length im
plied, 130 m, is out of the question and some
partitioning of the beam and/or structure into, say,
six pieces is needed. The very long structure is un
desirable because of its low acceleration rate and
low electrical efficiency, and care must be taken to
switch voltages sufficiently slowly to avoid exciting
the electrical-line resonances or to damp them if
excited.

The number of beam segments required is
probably thus in the range of one to six, depending
on where in the expected 1 to 5 A range the achieved
current value falls, and some strategies for seg
menting and recombining the beam, therefore,
merit discussion. On paper an attractive pos
sibility is illustrated in Figure Ib, which shows how
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multiple pulsing of the drift tubes would allow a
train of bunches (just two shown) to be accelerated.
Each bunch is separated by a drift-tube length
from its neighbor. At the end of the injector the
final drift tubes are required to accelerate the
successive bunches at differing rates so that the
gaps between bunches close after a drift space. At
that point (within the induction linac) the dif
ferential speeds can be removed by suitable pulsing
of a number of cavities and a single long-bunch
character restored. The drift length for recombina
tion can be occupied by induction linac modules
which can continue to provide energy to the
particles as the bunches drift together. Note that in
the example shown the voltage gradient (MVjm)
of the structure is double that of a single-bunch
system. Practically, a small number of bunches is
realizable, but the system becomes increasingly
difficult as the number is increased much beyond
two.

Because the pulsed drift-tube structure in
trinsically has a low average gradient ("'0.1
MVjm), the length and cost of the transport
magnets (assumed dc superconducting) become of
large concern;. A scheme for utilizing a few drift
tubes over and over again by recirculating the
bunch has been examined as a possibility (Figure
1c). Low-field pulsed bending magnets are used to
direct the bunch through a number of long drift
tubes surrounded by fixed-field quadrupole lenses.
It was found possible to select a fixed-field focusing
system such that beam motion was stable for an
interesting number of revolutions (~20)6 despite
the changing energy and changing space-charge
forces. A recirculator would require injection at
about T = 10 MeV but, thereafter, could provide
enough energy to be followed immediately by an
induction linac. This system, unfortunately, re
quires multiple pulsing of the drift tubes with a
variety of voltage wave forms.

Figure 1d illustrates probably the most straight-
forward approach in which a number of drift-tube
injectors are used in parallel and, at appropriate
voltages determined by the space-charge limits, the
beam segments are stacked in transverse phase
space. In principle, the four beams illustrated can
be recombined with an emittance growth of only a
factor of two in each plane; in practice, the strong
space-charge forces will probably cause some dilu
tion. Recombination in longitudinal phase space
by drifting the bunches together, analogously to
the scheme shown in Figure 1b, is a possible op
tion if desired. A useful property of the system

shown, in which common modulators are used
for each stage, is that all particles observe the same
accelerating voltage history and undesirable effects
due to power source fluctuations are minimized.

4 INFLUENCE OF THE EXISTING
STATE OF COMPONENT
TECHNOLOGY ON DRIFT-TUBE
STRUCTURE DESIGN

4.1 General Considerations

The output voltage waveform from a 1 MV pulse
power bipolar modulator will have the general
features displayed in Figure 2. The rise time is
irrelevant and is followed by a time LB of suitable
voltage shape that is evident to the bunch, a time
LSW which is the time required to change polarity
before the voltage again becomes suitable for
acceleration and, finally, a fall time which is ir
relevant. Allowing for electric-field penetration at
both the drift-tube ends for a distance of roughly
the bore radius, we note that the drift-tube length
is given by

D = 2a + L + VLSW

The first term is small (;51 m), the second can, by
suitable ramping, be made to decrease with total
voltage at a rate L oc LoV- 1/3, while the last term
increases as JV and is directly proportional to
the switching time. The relative contributions of

RELATIONS AMONG DRIFT-TUBE LENGTH AND BUNCH-LENGTH,
RADIUS, AND SWITCHING TIME

Voltage
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I0 =Launch + 20 + VTSwltch I
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0-0---------_0 f=fo+ TSwltch

I_ 0 _I

FIGURE 2 Illustration of how the switching-time, 't'sw affects
the drift-tube length.
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FIGURE 3 The relative contribution ofvarious parameters to
the drift-tube length, D, as the beam voltage V( = T/q) varies: (a)
for q = 1, (b) for q == 4. Two values for LSW = 3 J1sec and 0.3
J1sec are indicated.

4.2 Voltage Sources and Switches

It is obvious that, for a given structure and trans
port system, one should apply the highest voltage
which the structure will tolerate. It is also necessary

the different terms can be seen from Figure 3 for
cases with q = 1 and q = 4 and for two different
switching times, LSW = 0.3 J.lsec and 3 J.lsec. It is
assumed that the initial bunch length, L o, is 20 m
so that the first few drift tubes will be somewhat
longer than the desired upper range of 20 m, and
that this length is appropriate for V = 3 MV for
q = I(T = 3 MeV) and q = 4(T = 12 MeV). It is
clear from the figure that the compactness of the
structure strongly depends on the switching time
achievable. At a high enough ion velocity v-pos
sibly beyond the range ofinterest-i£one abandons
bipolar-pulsing and retreats to a unipolar pulse
with a rise time L ~ 0.1 J.lsec one can, paradoxically,
achieve a higher gradient structure.

1) An approach suitable for the early drift tubes
is illustrated in Figure 4a; it involves a low-voltage
(20-100 kV) lumped pulse-forming network (PFN)
switched by means of a thyratron to the primary
of a step-up pulse transformer that delivers 1 MV
at the secondary output. A particular example
design is shown in some detail in Figure 5. The
parameters under consideration in this case do not
exactly match those derived from Table I, but are
not very different. The drift tube is 12 m long, the
beam current is 1-5 A, and the total energy de
livered to the beam is a few tens ofjoules. Note that
in this system the stored energy in the pulse line
need only be a few kilojoules and about 80 % of
this energy can be recovered and re-stored in the
line. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the utility
of this approach is probably confined, for the
examples considered, to the first 30 MV or so of
the q = 1 case.

2) The next choice ofmodulator to be considered
is represented in Figure 4b. The unipolar Marx can
have a rise time of 0.1 J.lsec and a similar crowbar
time, and could be pulsed either while the bunch
enters or exits from the drift tube. Modest ramping
of the pulse or more subtle pulse-shaping can be
achieved by low-voltage pulse-forming networks
applied to the lowest decks of the Marx. This ap
proach does not lend itself readily to energy
recovery; at the few kilojoule level, however, this
is probably ndt an important consideration.

3) An attractive choice for a modulator, illus
trated in Figure 4c, is a combination of two Marx
generators with opposite polarities. Since the rise
time is not important in this case, the first generator
can power the load through a large resistor R 1 •

to do so in order to keep the average accelerating
field, <Ez>= 2/D MV/m, high compared with the
longitudinal self-fields of the bunch,

30 ( a) dI
E zq = - 7i 1 + 2 In b dz'

The availability of reliable electrical components
and switches places strong limitations on possible
modulator choices. For example, we have assumed
the use of reliable pulse-power technplogy at the
1 MV level, but it needs to be verified that trust
worthy insulators at suitable cost will be available;
if not, the voltage choice may have to be decreased
somewhat, at the expense of average gradient. As
examples, we discuss four cases for modulator
choices:
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SOME VOLTAGE SOURCE OPTIONS

aJ Pulse Transformer

order 0.3 jlsec, in which case its influence on the
drift-tube length is not important (see Figure 3).

4) A combination of Marx generators with
suitable decoupling resistors (see Figure 4d) can
be arranged to provide multiple pulses to a single
drift tube. A system for the two bipolar pulses
illustrated requires that R 1 ~ R 2 ~ R 3 ~ R4 and
it is obvious that extension to a significantly
greater number of pulses rapidly becomes un
reasonable.

In previous publications7
,8 we have drawn atten

tion to the special attraction of using pulse-power
technology, in the form of an induction linac, for the
acceleration of high-current beams, because of the
capability of obtaining very high peak power from
an inherently low average-power source. Anal
ogous arguments can be seen to hold for the
pulsed drift-tube low-velocity structure discussed in
this paper. Each drift tube is used to supply only
about 200 joules to the beam, but at a power level
that varies from some 5 MW at the beginning of the
injector to a healthy 100 MW at the end. The
installed average power capability needed for ac
celeration alone should be significantly less than
1MW.

At the same time we have adverted to the limita
tions imposed by the present state of development
of this technology, particularly the narrow range
of switches available. 7

,8 The strategies outlined
earlier indicate that credible ways of circumventing
these limitations can be constructed, but more
elegant and less costly solutions would be possible
if there were a wider variety of switches to choose
from. For example, existence of a fast-opening
switch would immediately allow a multiple-pulsing
capability to an arbitrary degree (c.f., the system
illustrated in Figure 4d). Spark-gap switches pro
vide a relatively low-cost method of switching at
the 1 MV level, have satisfactory rise time and
jitter, and at the power values relevant to the
present application can offer high... reliability. In
trinsically, however, they have a long recovery
time (> 1 msec) and have to be regarded as one-
shot devices on the time-scale of beam manipula
tion that concerns us here. Thyratrons, significantly
more expensive (although cost on the scale of an
injector which needs rather few elements is proba
bly unimportant), have the attraction of a shorter
dead time, 10 Jlsec or less, which is tantalizingly
close to multiple-pulse exploitation in the earliest
stages of a pulsed drift-tube accelerator. They are
at present limited, however, to voltages of less than
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FIGURE 4 Some pulse modulator choices: (a) Thyratron and
pulse transformer, (b) Unipolar Marx generator, (c) Bipolar
Marx generator combination, (d) Double pulsing (bipolar)
Marx generator combination. The natural RC droop of the
Marx pulse can be removed and a positive ramp created by
pulsing the lower decks.
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When it becomes time to switch polarity, the first
generator is crowbarred and the second one acti
vated through a series output spark-gap, and most
of the open-circuit voltage is developed on the
drift-tube load if the resistance R 1 is adequately
large. The RC-limited switching time !sw will be of
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FIGURE 5 Example drift tube and circuit to illustrate the approach outlined in Fig. 4a.

200 kV and, if used in combination with pulse
transformers to reach the 1 MV domain, seem to
have application only in the earliest stages of
acceleration. The limitation which enters through
the transformer is not due to the switch, but the
need for voltage transformation. There are in
teresting new developments in vacuum-tube switch
technology stimulated by the need for high-power
series-regulator switches for neutral-beam sources
for the Tokamak programs.9 Such tubes could ap
proach the 10~.100 MW pulse-power requirements
with a switching time that is negligible on the time
scale of present concern. The voltage capability of
these tubes will be in the 150-200 kV range, so that
pulse-transformer characteristics would still im
pose certain limitations. While we have not ex
plored here the possible ga~ns to b~ derive? fr?m
the use of such switches, theIr potentIal apphcatlon
should be examined further, especially in multiple
pulsing of short drift tubes without the use of
pulse transformers.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The major attractions of the pulsed drift tubes are
that they are nonresonant structures and that they
appear suitable for accelerating a very high current
bunch at low energies. The mechanical tolerances
of the nonresonant structure are very loose and the
cost per meter should be low; the cos~ of the
transport system is expected to be the major cost.
The pulse-power modulators used to dri~e the
drift tubes are inexpensive compared wIth rf
sources of equivalent peak power. The longitudinal
emittance of the beam emerging from the structure
could be extremely low.
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